To whom it may concern.

With regard to Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuses Case Study 32: Geelong Grammar School, I refer to par.24 - 26.

As Head of Music at the time referred to in the statement by BKL and or RED I have no recollection of discussing this matter with Mrs RED and or RED. Had the matter mentioned in the statement been brought up I would have immediately referred it to the Headmaster, given it's serious nature.

BKL's mother never mentioned the abuse to me at any time. Occasionally students change teachers, but this can happen due to various reasons and changing circumstances.

BKL's statement regarding Max Guzelian's loss of job had nothing to do with the situation alluded to in the statement. It is fabrication. Mr Guzelian needed his superannuation cashed in to assist his son set up his business. This went ahead, but when Mr Guzelian applied to be reinstated as a salaried staff member I did not agree that this should happen. So he ceased to be a full-time member of staff. He may have continued to teach as a part-time 'visiting' teacher, but I cannot be sure of this.

Malcolm John
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